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According to Google, the phrases "free picks" and "free Sports Picks" are two highly searched terms
by sport bettors. In an attempt to gain the upper hand and beat the sports books, sports bettors will
search for any edge that they can find. And if it is free - even better.

If you are a sports bettor, you know that there are that there are sports betting pick services all over
the internet. These services, also known as tout services, sell betting picks to their clients who either
don't know how to handicap games or use this information in addition to their own research. Some
bettors have found a service that offers consistent winning picks and have deemed the payments
that they make to the service cost effective.

Free Sports Betting Picks

Winning Sports Picks services do not only offer paid picks to their customers. They usually offer a
free pick to the general betting public. This is done hoping that a free winning pick will entice sports
bettors to purchase one of their packages.

With many sports bettors looking for free March Madness Picks, this is usually good marketing. The
question is if these free Sports Handicapping betting picks are worth it or not.

The answer is that it is a flip of a coin.

It is true that the picks are free and not costing you a dime of your own money, but sports bettors
should be cautious when playing these picks.

Even if the free pick comes from a reliable sports betting service with a long winning record, it is
only one of the picks that they are providing to their clients. There isn't a single sports betting picks
service that has a 100% winning record, and, since the free pick is only one of their picks for the
day, there is a chance that the free pick is one of the losing picks.

With that said, it is quite possible that the service's clients had a winning day while the free pick
game wasn't one of the picks on which their clients profited.

Paid Pick Services

Some sports bettors live busy lives and like to place bets while watching their favorite sports. Since
they don't have time to handicap the games themselves, they decide to purchase betting picks.

Other bettors use a service's picks in addition to their own handicapping. Professional handicappers
that sell their picks often have more information than the average sports bettor, and some bettors
find this additional tips on betting beneficial to their research; they look at the service as being a
sports betting tool.

There is also the bettors that don't know how to handicap games and have found someone that
does and is profitable.

With many sports betting pick services online it is important to perform your due diligence prior to
sending any money to a service for a picks package. Though there are many legitimate pick
services on the internet, there are also scam operations called scamdicappers that are trying to
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make a quick buck.

You can find most of the top betting services' picks posted online at sports betting forums all over
the internet. But here are some tips to keep in mind if you decide to purchase sports betting picks.

1.	Make sure that their marketing stands up to their record.

2.	Proceed with caution with any service boasting an incredible winning percentage. Most profitable
sports pick services typically win 55-65% of their picks.

3.	Make sure that they offer a picks package that fits your budget.

4.	Make sure they have customer service line and contact them with any questions you might have.
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